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Changes (4)



Henry spends much of the day trying to call Chillings. When Henry finally does get Chillings on the phone, Chillings tells Henry that Punky has been placed with new foster parents -- Tiffany Buckworth and her husband Jules Buckworth , who live in a mansion with a butler named Cuthbert, and Punky doesn't like this at all, because she wants to be with Henry, and while Jules is a kindly man who is always nice to Punky, Tiffany is snobby and mean. Two weeks later, after Henry is released from the hospital, Punky goes to the apartment building to visit Henry. When Punky tells Henry that she wants to return to Henry, Henry vows to regain custody of her.
Quest roles:
Timothy Stack, Barney Martin, Joan Welles(Mrs. Buckworth), Robert Casper(Mr. Buckworth)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
23 February 1986, 00:00
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